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Our specialization in cube’s development has generated also several other products within the Games and Puzzles section, such as the 
amazing V-SPHERE , our new games “ARTISANS ”, “TRANGLAR ” and “TWINKLE ”.
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V-CUBE , V-Sphere , Artisans , Tranglar  and Twinkle  are 
worldwide registered trademarks of VERDES Innovations S.A. 
V-CUBE  products and V-CUBE  technology are also
protected by the following National and International Patents 
in the name of Panagiotis Verdes.

The pillow version of the V-CUBE  2, V-CUBE  3, V-CUBE  4, 
V-CUBE  5 and V-CUBE  6 as well and V-Sphere  are 
protected by worldwide design patents. The packaging of 
the V-CUBE  products are protected by worldwide 
copyrights and design patents.
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ARTISANS  is a fast and exciting but challenging family card game for 2 to 4 players which lasts 30 to 45 minutes. Players are trying todevelop 
their skills in the use of seven different materials: clay, metal, wood, stone, gold, glass and textiles in such a way so thattheir level of expertise in 
these materials grants them the necessary skills to craft beautiful Art objects.

TRANGLAR  is an exciting strategy game for 2 players with various, multi shaped, colored pieces that players are placing onto the boardtrying to 
cover the most area of it. It is a very easy to learn and straight forward game, but it can be really tricky and challenging!

TWINKLE  is fast-paced strategic family dice game for 1-4 stellar creators. Decorate the night sky using colorful dice as stars and Twinkle!
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The smoothest classic!
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Colored plastic 29
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The ultimate cubers’ keychain!
Fun & Functional.

The small, portable rotating cube is fully functional and abides by the strict 
quality standards of the rest of our V-Cube range. Designed with smart 
precision, this fun accessory rotates smoothly, is easy to handle and super 
satisfying to solve. No stickers or added colors, this cube is made from 
colored plastic which ensures the best quality You can hold the cube in 
your hand, put it your pocket and even hold it together with your keys!

Much like the classic V-Cube  3, the Keychain V3 has 4.32*1019 possible 
permutations but weighs no more than 30g together with the chain! The 
mini-cube consists of 26 mini-cubies and a solid cross for supporting their 
independent rotation on based axes. Available in both the classic flat shape 
and our unique “pillow” shape.

Bright, smooth and fun, the V3 Keychain is satisfying to look at AND to 
solve making it an amazing accessory for everyone!
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V-SPHERE 25

24,99 



15 1-4

TWINKLE

In Twinkle, the boundless universe comes to your table as you construct your own constellation. Having the role of a 
stellar creator, your task is to decorate the night sky using colorful dice as stars and to win the competition among other 
creators who share the same goal. Choose your star-dice carefully, foresee your opponents’ moves and take risks at the 
right moment in order to claim victory!

1 two-sided Game Board, 30 polyhedral opaque dice, 28

connectors, 4 scoring markers, 7 scoring cards, 20 mission 

cards, 4 solo cards, rulebooks in six different languages

5206457003259

30,00 4.0 20χ20χ5 cm 
620 gr /
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GAMES



TWINKLE

The board has 8 Starting Stars in four different colors. Each colored pair of stars 
corresponds to a player. These Stars are the entry points, where the players will 
begin to form their constellation, eventually placing a total of 7 dice and collecting 
victory points.

You may select 3 available dice of your choice. Roll them and connect one of them 
in your constellation. Alternatively, you may select and connect a D8 die directly to 
your constellation, without changing its initial value.You can either connect it with 
another dice or with a Starting Star, placing a connector between them. Every time 
you connect a die to another one it must always have a lower value. All Starting 
Stars and all dice in your constellation may be connected with up to 2 new dice.

If you achieve to connect a die to another one with less sides, keeping in mind that 
your new die’s value must be lower, it will boost your score!

Try to make your dice TWINKLE!

The game ends when all the players have placed up to 7 dice in their constellations. 
Depending on their color, all dice have their own scoring method. Each method is 
depicted on the corresponding scoring card. The player who manages to combine 
and utilize them better, will earn more points and win the game!

The game also includes a set of 20 unique mission cards which can be combined 
with the basic scoring cards, enrich the player’s decisions and multiply their 
strategic paths to victory.
10 Bronze Missions: they are competitive and give extra points to the one player 
that best fulfills the mission’s criteria.
10 Silver Missions: can be accomplished multiple times by each player and give 
them extra points according to each card’s ability.
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TRANGLAR28

GAMES

TRANGLAR  is an exciting strategy game for 2 players with various, multi shaped, colored pieces that players are placing onto 
the board trying to cover the most area of it. It is a very easy to learn and straight forward game, but it can be really tricky and 
challenging!

30,003.8

5206457003273

25χ25χ5 cm 
570 gr /



TRANGLAR 29



25χ25χ5 cm 
825 gr / 30,005.3

5206457003310

GAMES

168 material cards,1 first player token, 9 Artisan cards, 

1 wooden cube to track rounds, 24 art object cards,

1 round tracker card

Through the centuries Artisans have been skilled workers, specialized craftsmen in creating art, functional or 
decorative objects. Sculptures, drawings, jewelry, clothes, constructions of different shapes and sizes. The 
work of Artisans has shaped the history of art and some creations have reached such worldwide fame; they 
influence even the modern world.
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Artisans is a fast and exciting but challenging family card game for 2 to 4 
players which lasts 30 to 45 minutes. Players are trying to develop their skills in 
the use of seven different materials: clay, metal, wood, stone, gold, glass and 
textiles in such a way so that their level of expertise in these materials grants 
them the necessary skills to craft beautiful Art objects.

The game is played in 12 rounds (the months of a year), where players are trying to 
craft Art objects and win victory points.

Use the material market to your benefit, claim the first player token in the right time to 
close the market and smartly manage your material cards in an effective way! The 
numerous combinations, the great replay ability, the strategic decisions and the 
challenging competition will leave anyone satisfied! Embrace the role of an Artisan and 
let the beautiful artwork take you on a journey through art and history!

“A journey through Art and History”
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